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ProfessorAssistant ProfessorLecturer Assistant LecturerCareer PhDMasterABI All nahawis critical thoughts uoon precedents in his booksThesis  Title 2002Year Abi Ali AL- Nahawi’s critical thoughts upon his precedents’ – in  his books:“Al- Baghdadyat Al- Askaryat, Al- Ithah, Al-Takmila, Al-Shiraziyat and Al- Athdyat”Then…This research- which in significance of the Arabic language, deals in criticalthoughts of Abi Ali AL-Nahawi – upon who had precedened him in hisabovementioned books, also his matters which he had taken upon them generally,involving the grammatical, inflective, and linguistic matters, with the little of readings-which adviced grammatically or inflectively.The studying can be divided into three chapters:First chapter had been used concerning Abi Ali Al-Nahawi’s curriculum in criticalthoughts upon… which included five dissertations:First dissertation, in hearing and measurement, the second in mental thoughts’protesting; the third included to concern in meaning, the fourth: in contrasting therule and its arbitery, and the fifth: in contrasting the precendent scientists.The Second chapter had been used concerning Abi Ali Al- Nahawi’s criticalthoughts upon the famous scientists, which included three dissertations:The first dissertation had concerned in his critical thoughts upon the scientistsof the second hijris century, and the second in his critical thoughts upn the scientistsduring the third hijri’s century; and the third dissertation, concerning his criticalthoughts upon the scientists of the fourth hijris century.
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The third capter had been specialized concerning Abi Ali Al-Nahawi’s

critical thoughts upon communities and clans.., which had included four

dissertations:The first dissertation concerned his critical thoughts upon the Basra’s Group,and the second: in his critical thoughts upon the Coffians’, the third, concerning hiscritical thoughts upon the Baghdadis’ group, and the fourth dissertation: concerninghis critcal thoughts upon the clans which he had not announced frankly concerningtheir names.The research had been ended into a group of results, which the important are:1. Aba Ali Al- Nahawi is of prolonging extension in the science, thus, he isencyclopedian scientist, of wide and overwhelming mental capability,concerning matters and Arabic matters concerning the grammer, language,inflection, and readings..2. He is of characterizing creed and comprehensive in his opinions and hisadvices. Therefore, he gets of thoughts in which he persuades, and refuse thefault which he sees.


